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INTRODUCTION

Before you start to assemble and use the device, please read this user's manual carefully. In case of 
any problems with understanding its contents, please contact your seller of the device. 
You can install and commission the device yourself if you have the basic knowledge of electronics and 
use appropriate tools. It is recommended to install the device by the qualified personnel. 
The manufacturer is not liable for damages which may result from your incorrect installation or operation 
of the device or from making repairs and modifications on your own.

CONTENTS

CHRACTESISTICS OF THE SYSTEM

VIDOS  is a state-of-the-art solution characterised by its exceptional ease of configuration and installation. 
The system operation is based on the simplicity of connection through 2 non-polarity wires only.
It can be extended with additional options by using dedicated modules, which are also connected with 2 
wires. Thanks to the application of the proven signal modulation techniques, transmitted video and sound 
stand out with their very good quality at every point of your installation.
BASIC FEATURES OF THE VIDOS DUO SYSTEM:
- Up to 4 door stations can be connected
- Maximum 32 places in the system at its basic configuration
- Addressed intercom in-between monitors
- 1 power supply for the whole system
- 2 wire connections (non-polarised) between each point within the entire system
- CCTV camera application feature (4 CCTV cameras as standard)
- GSM module as an optional solution to receive calls on the telephone
- Distance from a door station to the furthest monitor - 150 m; this range can be extended up to 300 m 
   when using the module M-3F
- Lighting control feature
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1.Parts and Functions
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3.Door Station Mounting

Drill holes in the wall to match the size of 
screws and attach the rainy cover to the wall.

Attach the panel to the rainy cover Use the screwdriver and the screw 
to fix the panel 

Connect the cable correctly 

S1301D Mounting

• Lock Control Jumper: To select the lock type.

• Main Connect Port: To connect the bus line and the electronic locks.

 • BUS: Connect to the bus line, no polarity.

• PL: External lock power input, connect to the power positive(power +).

• S+: Lock power(+) output.

• S-: Lock power(-) output, connect to the power(-)               input of locks(only when using the door 

station to power the locks, if using the external power supply for the locks, the S- will not be 

connected).
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AcDbMLeader (ACDB_MLEADER_CLASS)

AcDbMLeader (ACDB_MLEADER_CLASS)

S1401D Mounting

Drill a hole in the wall to match the size of the 
mounting box and attach to the wall.

Attach the panel to the mounting box and 
use screws supplied to fix the panel

Connect the cable correctly 

Placing Name Label

Use a screwdriver to unscrew the screw, and cock the host , then Placing Name Label.
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4.System Wiring and Connections

 Door Lock Controlled with Internal Power

1.Electronic lock of Power-on-to-unlock 

type should be used.

2.The door lock is limited to 12V, and hold-

ing current must be less than 250mA.

3.The jumper should be placed on position 

2 and 3 before connecting.

4.The door lock control is not timed from 

Exit Button(EB).

5.The Unlock Mode  must be set to 0 (by default).

EB*

LOCK

Jumper position on 2&3 

1  2  3

L1      L2      PL     S+     S-

 Door Lock Controlled with Dry Contact

1.The external power supply must be used   

according to the lock.

2.The inside relay contact is restricted to 

230Vac 1A or 24Vdc 1A.

3.The jumper must be taken off before        

connecting.

4.Setup the Unlock Mode  according to     

different lock types.

• Power-on-to-unlock type:Unlock 

Mode=0 (by default)

• Power-off-to-unlock type:Unlock 

Mode=1

Take off the jumper
1  2  3

L1      L2      PL      S+      S-

LOCK

POWER 
SUPPLY

B5 relay actuator is needed for 2nd lock connection.

Take off the jumper
1  2  3

L1      L2      PL      S+      S-

POWER 
SUPPLY

MAGLOCK
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Unlock parameter setting(set in monitor)

Note:

1.must connect door station  correctly before setting.

2.the parameter will be saved in door station  automatically,so you need only set on one monitor.

3.Here we take M1021(the monitor) for example, please refer to the corresponding user manual.

• On main menu page, touch [Logo] icon to enter About page.

• When the screen stay in About page,press  UNLOCK button on front panel and hold for 

2 seconds.

• A keypad is shown.

Refer to the followings:

00:10    DS-100:10    DS-1

About       

Local Address                        00.00

Video Standard                      AUTO

System Verson                      00.01.00

Display Driver                        1.0

Font                                       1.0

UI                                           1.0

INSTALLER SETUP       123     
_
 

? + OK: Help Menu
@ + OK: Address Setting Menu

Basic Connection

BUS(IM) BUS(DS)

PC6

AC~

-

+

L1     L2    PL    S+    S-

Doorbell Button

Switch

1
 2

 3
 

O
ND
IP

S
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 Multi Door Stations Connection

100~240VAC

M-SM4

A  B  C  D

OFF

ON

Impedance 
switch

BUS(IM) BUS(DS)

P26/40

AC~

4# Camera

L1       L2         PL        S+       S-

(Device Address:3)

3# Camera

L1       L2         PL        S+       S-

(Device Address:2)

2# Camera

L1       L2         PL       S+       S-

(Device Address:1)

1# Camera

L1       L2         PL        S+       S-

(Device Address:0)

 Basic IN-OUT  Wiring Mode

Multi Monitors Connection

Code=11Code=12

(Device Address:0)

BUS(IM) BUS(DS)

PC6

AC~

100~240VAC

Code=0

1

4 5 6

98
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7
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With M-SM4  Wiring Mode
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5. Functions Setting Up

This section explains the settings of each function,please refer to the following table:

About the setting mode:

Input the master code to switch to the setting mode               and input the corresponding setting code to perfor                          m the 

settings for the function you want. After settings have been made, input the following setting codes to continue the 

setting operation. Press "          " to exit the setting mode.

• The example is set  as cancel button and # as confi rm button,please refer to ∗/# function 
setting for detail information.

• Forbid to slide to touch the digital keypad,it may cause mistaken key,the correct operation is 
using your fi nger to press  the digital you desired.

• You should press“confi rm”button after fi nish inputting the code number each 

time,otherwise,the operation will be canceled automatically in 10s.

Order Setting items Setting range Default value Setting code

1 Reset all settings 1234 - 00

2 Setting the master code
1 ~ 12 digits

Valid keys:0 ~ 9
1234 01

3
Setting the key
illumination time

10 to 99 seconds/
continually lit 10 seconds 02

Setting the unlock time 01 to 99 seconds 1 seconds 03

Setting the unlock mode  0:opened/1:closed opened 04

Operation tone settings 0:on/1:off on 05

7 Reset code settings 1234 - 06

8  & # function settings 0:Normal/1:Reverse Normal 07

9 Call tone settings 0:Enable/1:Disable Enable 08

10
Interference resistant  

grade settings Valid keys:0 ~ 5 2 09

11 MIC  Adjustment Valid keys:0~9 7 10

12 SPK  Adjustment Valid keys:0~9 4 11

4

5

6
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13 Display Scene Valid keys:0~2 0 12

14 Night Light Level Valid keys:0~5 4 13

15 Device Address Valid keys:0~3 0 14

16 Reserve(not used) Reserve Reserve 15~17

17
Setting the code 
forTemporary1

1 ~ 12 digits
Valid keys:0~9

- 18

18 Setting the code 
forTemporary2 

1 ~ 12 digits
Valid keys:0~9

- 19

19
Setting the code for user 

group1

1 ~ 12 digits
Number of codes:40

Valid keys:0~9
- 20~59

20
Setting the code for user 

group2

1 ~ 12 digits 
Number of codes:40 

Valid keys:0~9
- 60~99

21 Work Mode 0:A partment/1:Villa 1(villa) 100

22 Call Address Valid keys: 0 - 9 00 101

-10-

1
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98

0 #

7

*

2 3

Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ] +[#] )

- All settings will restore to their 

default value.

- When power on or activate 

the reset all setting item,the 

keypad checking will carry out,

during this time,the key 

illumination will blink and the

touching operation is forbidden,

after finish checking,the key 
illumination will stop blinking 

and sent out a long sound of beep

- The master code is allowed 1~12

digits,the same code cannot be set

for both the user code and the

master code,it is recommended

that you modify the default master

code.

- The unlock time can be set on  
both monitor and door station,
and the valid value is the number 
you set last time. 

(white)

The color of key indicator

Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+ Beep+ Beep+

Inputting of code (ex.: 10)
range:00 or 10~99

Inputting of code (ex.: 09)
range:01~99

   3.Setting the key 
      illumination time

   4.Setting the 
      unlock time

   2.Setting the master code

(Default 1234)
(Default 10s) (Default 1s)

Inputting of new master code 
(ex.:  4321)(1~12 digits)

Input the setting code. 

Inputting of code 

Input the setting code. 

   1.Reset all settings

00+#

1234+# 4321+#

01+#

10+# 09+#

Input the setting code. 

02+#

Input the setting code. 

03+#

- If the key illumination time is set 

to 00,the key illumination will light

up all the time when power on.

- If the key illumination time is set to 

10~99,the key illumination will light 

up for 10~99 seconds.At this mode,

the key illumination lights off in 

standby mode, touching any digital 

key can illuminate,but this is the

invalid digital.

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

The color of key indicator The color of key indicator The color of key indicator

(green    white) (green    white)(green    white)

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.

Each operation is indicated by the lighting up of the 

different color of digital key and nameplate , and by the 
sounding of the buzzer.
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(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ] +[#]) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+Beep+Beep+ Beep+

   7.Reset code setting    8.  &# function setting   6.Setting operation tone

(Default ON) (Default Normal)(Default 0(opened))

Input the setting code. 

Inputting of code 

Input the setting code. 

   5.Setting the unlock mode

04+# 05+#

range:0:(open)/1:(close)

1+#

0/1 0/1 0/1

1+# 1+#1234+#

Input the setting code. 

06+#

Input the setting code. 

07+#

(ex.:  1) Inputting of code Inputting of code Inputting of code 
range:0:(on)/1:(off)

(ex.:  1)

range:0:(normal)/1:(reverse)

(ex.:  1)

*

 *

 *

- The unlock mode can be set on  

both monitor and door station,

and the valid value is the number 

you set last time. 

- When the operation tone is

set to 0,pressing the digital

keypad will sent out a sound 

of beep.

- When the operation tone is 

set to 1,pressing the digital 

keypad will blink one time. 

- Cancel all the passwords except

the master code.

- Restore the master code to 

default value(1,2,3,4)

- When the item is set to 0,press

the    button to cancel the input,

and press the # button to confirm

the input.

- When the item is set to 1,press

the # button to cancel the input,

and press the    button to confirm

the input .  

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)(green    white) (green    white) (green    white)

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ] +[#]) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+

10.Interference resistant 
     grade setting

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   9. Call tone setting

08+#

0/1

1+#

09+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 3)

range:0~5

3+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:0(enable)/1:(disable)

(Default 2)
(Default enable)

- The larger you set the 

interference resistant grade,

the stronger it will be,but the

sensitivity of the keypad will

be more lower.

- The interference resistant

grade setting also will activate

the keypad checking.

- If  the item is set to 0,the unit will 

respond a call tone when pressing 

the “CALL” button.

- If the item is set to 1, the unit will

have no responds when pressing

the “CALL” button. 

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

Beep+, Beep

Beep+

11.IMC volume adjust 
     setting

Input the setting code. 

10+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 5)

range:0~9

5+#

(Default:7)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

Beep+, Beep

Beep+

12.SPK volume adjust 
     setting

Input the setting code. 

11+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 5)

range:0~9

5+#

(Default:4)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

- Unlock via password is still available even when the door station is 

talking.

-  When door station is talking, you can enter the Master code (the 

LED turns white upon that) to activate the volume adjusting function:

     MIC adjustment: 1 (up), 4 (down);

     Sleaker adjustment: 3 (up), 6 (down).

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ] +[#]) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+Beep+Beep+ Beep+

   7.Reset code setting    8.  &# function setting   6.Setting operation tone

(Default ON) (Default Normal)(Default 0(opened))

Input the setting code. 

Inputting of code 

Input the setting code. 

   5.Setting the unlock mode

04+# 05+#

range:0:(open)/1:(close)

1+#

0/1 0/1 0/1

1+# 1+#1234+#

Input the setting code. 

06+#

Input the setting code. 

07+#

(ex.:  1) Inputting of code Inputting of code Inputting of code 
range:0:(on)/1:(off)

(ex.:  1)

range:0:(normal)/1:(reverse)

(ex.:  1)

*

 *

 *

- The unlock mode can be set on  

both monitor and door station,

and the valid value is the number 

you set last time. 

- When the operation tone is

set to 0,pressing the digital

keypad will sent out a sound 

of beep.

- When the operation tone is 

set to 1,pressing the digital 

keypad will blink one time. 

- Cancel all the passwords except

the master code.

- Restore the master code to 

default value(1,2,3,4)

- When the item is set to 0,press

the    button to cancel the input,

and press the # button to confirm

the input.

- When the item is set to 1,press

the # button to cancel the input,

and press the    button to confirm

the input .  

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)(green    white) (green    white) (green    white)

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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09+#
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range:0~5

3+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:0(enable)/1:(disable)

(Default 2)
(Default enable)

- The larger you set the 

interference resistant grade,

the stronger it will be,but the

sensitivity of the keypad will

be more lower.

- The interference resistant

grade setting also will activate

the keypad checking.

- If  the item is set to 0,the unit will 

respond a call tone when pressing 

the “CALL” button.

- If the item is set to 1, the unit will

have no responds when pressing

the “CALL” button. 
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The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

Beep+, Beep

Beep+

11.IMC volume adjust 
     setting
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Inputting of code (ex.: 5)

range:0~9

5+#

(Default:7)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

Beep+, Beep

Beep+

12.SPK volume adjust 
     setting

Input the setting code. 

11+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 5)

range:0~9

5+#

(Default:4)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

- Unlock via password is still available even when the door station is 

talking.

-  When door station is talking, you can enter the Master code (the 

LED turns white upon that) to activate the volume adjusting function:

     MIC adjustment: 1 (up), 4 (down);

     Sleaker adjustment: 3 (up), 6 (down).

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ] +[#]) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+

14.Night light level
     setting

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   13. Display scene setting

12+#

0/1

1+#

13+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 3)

range:0~5

3+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:0~2

(Default 4)
(Default 0)

- Night Light Level:0~5.

-The higher the number, the brighter

the night lights.

- Scene0: Standby(blue), calling

(blue blinks rapidly), talking(blue 

blinks slowly), unlock(green).

- Scene1: Standby(green), calling

(green blinks rapidly), talking

(greenblinks slowly), unlock(blue). 

- Scene2: Standby(blue), calling

(yellow), talking(red), unlock(green).

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

Beep+, Beep

Beep+

15.Device address setting

Input the setting code. 

14+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 0)

range:0~3

0+#

(Default:0 )

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

- Device address Settings:

0(device address:0),1(device 

address:1),2(device address:2),

3(device address:3).

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ]+[#] ) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+ Beep+ Beep

Inputting of code (ex.: 2011)

1~12 digits

Inputting of code (ex.: 2012)

1~12 digits

   18.Setting the code 
        for user group1

   19.Setting the code 
         for user group2

   17.Setting the code
      forTemporary2

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   16.Setting the code 
        forTemporary1

18+# 19+# 21+# 60+#

2011+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1006)

1~12 digits

1006+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 2011)

1~12 digits

2010+# 2012+#

Input the setting code.
(ex.:21)

Input the setting code.
(ex.:60)

20~59 60~99

- When input the correct temporary password to release the door,

the system will clear the temporary password after 60 seconds 

automatically.But you should know that the password is valid within

60 seconds after inputing the correct temporary password

-  The temporary1 is used to release the first lock,and the temporary

2 is used to release the second lock(the second lock need external 

device to support).

- If the password length exceeds 12 digits, the system will sent out

the sound of “beep,beep,beep,beep”,and the digitals you input before

will be cleared at the same time.

- The temporary code can not be set the same as the master code 

and user code.

- The user code group1 is used to release the first lock,and the user code

group2 is used to release the second lock(the second lock need external 

device to support).

- The user code group1 and user code code group2 can contain 40

group passwords

- If the password length exceeds 12 digits, the system will sent out the 

sound of “beep,beep,beep,beep”,and the digitals you input before will

be cleared at the same time.

- The user code can not be set the same as the master code and

temporary code.

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ] +[#]) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+

14.Night light level
     setting

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   13. Display scene setting

12+#

0/1

1+#

13+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 3)

range:0~5

3+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:0~2

(Default 4)
(Default 0)

- Night Light Level:0~5.

-The higher the number, the brighter

the night lights.

- Scene0: Standby(blue), calling

(blue blinks rapidly), talking(blue 

blinks slowly), unlock(green).

- Scene1: Standby(green), calling

(green blinks rapidly), talking

(greenblinks slowly), unlock(blue). 

- Scene2: Standby(blue), calling

(yellow), talking(red), unlock(green).

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

Beep+, Beep

Beep+

15.Device address setting

Input the setting code. 

14+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 0)

range:0~3

0+#

(Default:0 )

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

- Device address Settings:

0(device address:0),1(device 

address:1),2(device address:2),

3(device address:3).

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ]+[#] ) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+ Beep+ Beep

Inputting of code (ex.: 2011)

1~12 digits

Inputting of code (ex.: 2012)

1~12 digits

   18.Setting the code 
        for user group1

   19.Setting the code 
         for user group2

   17.Setting the code
      forTemporary2

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   16.Setting the code 
        forTemporary1

18+# 19+# 21+# 60+#

2011+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1006)

1~12 digits

1006+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 2011)

1~12 digits

2010+# 2012+#

Input the setting code.
(ex.:21)

Input the setting code.
(ex.:60)

20~59 60~99

- When input the correct temporary password to release the door,

the system will clear the temporary password after 60 seconds 

automatically.But you should know that the password is valid within

60 seconds after inputing the correct temporary password

-  The temporary1 is used to release the first lock,and the temporary

2 is used to release the second lock(the second lock need external 

device to support).

- If the password length exceeds 12 digits, the system will sent out

the sound of “beep,beep,beep,beep”,and the digitals you input before

will be cleared at the same time.

- The temporary code can not be set the same as the master code 

and user code.

- The user code group1 is used to release the first lock,and the user code

group2 is used to release the second lock(the second lock need external 

device to support).

- The user code group1 and user code code group2 can contain 40

group passwords

- If the password length exceeds 12 digits, the system will sent out the 

sound of “beep,beep,beep,beep”,and the digitals you input before will

be cleared at the same time.

- The user code can not be set the same as the master code and

temporary code.

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode. Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ]+[#] ) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+

   21.Call address setting 

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   20.Work mode setting 

0+#

- Work mode setting:
0(a partment)/1:(villa).

(white)

The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

100+# 101+#

(Default:villa:00,16;
   a partment:00~31)

(Default:1/villa)

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:0(a partment)/1:(villa)

0+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:Valid keys: 0 - 9

- When the work mode is villa,the call
address:00 or 16.

- When the work mode is a partment,

the range of call address:00~31.

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode.
Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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6.Unlock Operations

When the registered user code has been input using the keypad (1~12 digits), the LED background 

indicator lights up, the buzzer sounds,and the electric door strike is unlocked.(note that you should 

press "#" button(if "#" button is set to confi rm button) after input the unlock code)

• The time interval during which the button must be pressed is approximately 10 seconds. If the 

time interval exceeds approximately 10 seconds, the input value will be cleared.

• If you make a mistake when inputting the user code,press the" cancel" button and input the user 

code again.

• The release function is forbidden and the input operation is disabled for 60 seconds if 10 times 

incorrect access codes are continuously attempted. During this time,the buzzer will continuously 

sound about 8 times.

Unlocking of user code

1. During calling,pressing "cancel" button can cancel the calling

2. If input the incorrect access code,the buzzer will sound of beep,beep,beep

8.Specifi cations

7. Precaustions

• Power Supply :     DC 24V (supplied by P24/18 or P26/40);

• Power Consumption:    Standby 40mA; Working status 160mA;

• Camera:     Color ARS; 420 TV Lines;

• Unlocking time:     1~99s

• Lock Power supply:    12Vdc, 280mA(Internal Power);

• Number of relay circuits:    2(the second lock need external device to support)

• Mounting:                    Surface mounting(S1301D)

•                                                                                  Flush mounting (S1401D)
• Working temperature:    -15ºC ~ +55ºC

• Dimension:    182(H)×93(W)×44(D)mm(S1301D)

•                                                                                  220(H)×120(W)×50(D)mm(S1401D)

  

• Please clean the unit with soft cotton cloth, don't use the organic impregnant or chemical clean agent. If 

necessary, please use a little pure water or dilute soap water to clean the dust.

• The unit is weather resistant. However do not spray high pressure water on access control keypad directly. 

Excessive moisture may cause problems with the unit.

• You must use the right adaptor which is supplied by the manufacture or approved by the manufacture..

• Pay attention to the high voltage inside the products, please refer service only to a trained and qualified 

professional.
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Input the master code.

(Default:   [                  ]+[#] ) Beep+, Beep

Beep+, Beep Beep+, Beep

Beep+ Beep+

   21.Call address setting 

Input the setting code. Input the setting code. 

   20.Work mode setting 

0+#

- Work mode setting:
0(a partment)/1:(villa).
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The color of key indicator

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

(yellow)

The color of key indicator

The color of key indicator

(green    white)

100+# 101+#

(Default:villa:00,16;
   a partment:00~31)

(Default:1/villa)

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:0(a partment)/1:(villa)

0+#

Inputting of code (ex.: 1)

range:Valid keys: 0 - 9

- When the work mode is villa,the call
address:00 or 16.

- When the work mode is a partment,

the range of call address:00~31.

- When the  “     cancel”  key is pressed, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

exits the setting mode.

- When there isn’t any operation in 10s, the  indicator will show its standby color, the buzzer beeps, and the system 

   exits the setting mode.
Beep, Beep+

 *

(The color 
 of standby)

The color of 
key indicator

- When setting failure, the color of key indicator will turn red , the buzzer beeps.
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6.Unlock Operations

When the registered user code has been input using the keypad (1~12 digits), the LED background 

indicator lights up, the buzzer sounds,and the electric door strike is unlocked.(note that you should 

press "#" button(if "#" button is set to confi rm button) after input the unlock code)

• The time interval during which the button must be pressed is approximately 10 seconds. If the 

time interval exceeds approximately 10 seconds, the input value will be cleared.

• If you make a mistake when inputting the user code,press the" cancel" button and input the user 

code again.

• The release function is forbidden and the input operation is disabled for 60 seconds if 10 times 

incorrect access codes are continuously attempted. During this time,the buzzer will continuously 

sound about 8 times.

Unlocking of user code

1. During calling,pressing "cancel" button can cancel the calling

2. If input the incorrect access code,the buzzer will sound of beep,beep,beep

8.Specifi cations

7. Precaustions

• Power Supply :     DC 24V (supplied by P24/18 or P26/40);

• Power Consumption:    Standby 40mA; Working status 160mA;

• Camera:     Color ARS; 420 TV Lines;

• Unlocking time:     1~99s

• Lock Power supply:    12Vdc, 280mA(Internal Power);

• Number of relay circuits:    2(the second lock need external device to support)

• Mounting:                    Surface mounting(S1301D)

•                                                                                  Flush mounting (S1401D)
• Working temperature:    -15ºC ~ +55ºC

• Dimension:    182(H)×93(W)×44(D)mm(S1301D)

•                                                                                  220(H)×120(W)×50(D)mm(S1401D)

  

• Please clean the unit with soft cotton cloth, don't use the organic impregnant or chemical clean agent. If 

necessary, please use a little pure water or dilute soap water to clean the dust.

• The unit is weather resistant. However do not spray high pressure water on access control keypad directly. 

Excessive moisture may cause problems with the unit.

• You must use the right adaptor which is supplied by the manufacture or approved by the manufacture..

• Pay attention to the high voltage inside the products, please refer service only to a trained and qualified 

professional.
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The farest monitor

B

A

C

M-SM4
monitormonitor

monitor

with two or four monitors

100~240VAC

BUS(IM) BUS(DS)

P26/40

AC~

1

4 5 6

98

0 #

7

2 3

*

9.Cables Requirements

The maximum distance of the wiring is limited in the DUO system. Using different cables 

maximum distance which the system can reach. 

When Monitor quantity < 20

Cable Usage A B C

Twisted cable 2x0.75 mm2 60 60 30 

Twisted cable 2x1 mm2 80 80 40 

When Monitor quantity > 20

Cable Usage A B C

Twisted cable 2x1 mm2 70 30 20 

Twisted cable 2x1.5 mm2 70 50 30 

Note:If the monitor has been specifi ed the distance,

refer to the parameter.

may also affect the S1201A         S1202A       S1203A        S1204A

S1101A         S1102A       S1103A        S1104A             
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WARRANTY CARD

Seller’s seal and signature

Product name: DOOR STATION

 

                   

..........................................................................
                                    Date of sale

1. Wena Company shall grant a warranty for the purchase of your product for a period of 24 months 
    from the date of its purchase as shown on the present Warranty Card and the purchase document. 
2. Product defects found during the warranty period shall be repaired free of charge within 21 working 
    days from the date of acceptance of your product at the service centre. 
3. The user has the right to replace the product with a new one if; 
    > four major repairs have been conducted during the warranty period and the product is still defective; 
    > when it is established that an unrecoverable defect has occurred. When replacing the product with 
       a new one, the equivalent of items (including packaging) which are missing or damaged by the user 
      as well as the cost of their replacement shall be deducted. 
4. The user shall deliver the defective product at its own expense to the service centre. 
5. The warranty shall not cover the deterioration of the product quality caused by standard wear and 
    tear and in the following cases: 
    > the product has been used improperly or inconsistently with the product operating instructions; 
    > the product has been used or left in improper conditions (excessive humidity, too high or low 
       temperature, sunlight, etc.), maintenance and operational condition which are different from the 
       ones specified in the product operating instructions; 
    > mechanical, chemical and thermal damage; 
    > damage caused by external forces, e.g. overvoltage in the electrical network, atmospheric 
       discharges, flood, fire; 
    > damage resulting from improper installation, improper storage of the device or repairs conducted by 
       any unauthorised persons; 
    > damage due to incorrect voltage connection. 
6. The guarantee shall cease to be valid as a result: 
    > breakage or damage of warranty seals; 
    > connection of additional equipment, other equipment than the one recommended by the product 
       manufacturer; 
    > modifications and structural changes to the product and repairs conducted beyond the Wena 
       service centre; 
    > the Guarantee Card or serial number have been changed, blurred or obliterated. 
7. The Guarantee Card shall be valid only with the entered date of sale confirmed by the seller's seal 
    and signature. 
8. The condition to perform repair works is to deliver the Product with the Warranty Card and the proof 
    of purchase. 
9. Service Centre:
Firma Handlowa Wena
Al. Jerozolimskie 311 , 
05 - 816 Reguły / near Warsaw
Poland 
tel. +48 228 370 286; +48 228 174 003 
e-mail: biuro@vidos.pl
www.vidos.pl
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The farest monitor
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with two or four monitors
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9.Cables Requirements

The maximum distance of the wiring is limited in the DUO system. Using different cables 

maximum distance which the system can reach. 

When Monitor quantity < 20

Cable Usage A B C

Twisted cable 2x0.75 mm2 60 60 30 

Twisted cable 2x1 mm2 80 80 40 

When Monitor quantity > 20

Cable Usage A B C

Twisted cable 2x1 mm2 70 30 20 

Twisted cable 2x1.5 mm2 70 50 30 

Note:If the monitor has been specifi ed the distance,

refer to the parameter.

may also affect the S1201A         S1202A       S1203A        S1204A

S1101A         S1102A       S1103A        S1104A             
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WARRANTY CARD

Seller’s seal and signature

Product name: DOOR STATION

 

                   

..........................................................................
                                    Date of sale

1. Wena Company shall grant a warranty for the purchase of your product for a period of 24 months 
    from the date of its purchase as shown on the present Warranty Card and the purchase document. 
2. Product defects found during the warranty period shall be repaired free of charge within 21 working 
    days from the date of acceptance of your product at the service centre. 
3. The user has the right to replace the product with a new one if; 
    > four major repairs have been conducted during the warranty period and the product is still defective; 
    > when it is established that an unrecoverable defect has occurred. When replacing the product with 
       a new one, the equivalent of items (including packaging) which are missing or damaged by the user 
      as well as the cost of their replacement shall be deducted. 
4. The user shall deliver the defective product at its own expense to the service centre. 
5. The warranty shall not cover the deterioration of the product quality caused by standard wear and 
    tear and in the following cases: 
    > the product has been used improperly or inconsistently with the product operating instructions; 
    > the product has been used or left in improper conditions (excessive humidity, too high or low 
       temperature, sunlight, etc.), maintenance and operational condition which are different from the 
       ones specified in the product operating instructions; 
    > mechanical, chemical and thermal damage; 
    > damage caused by external forces, e.g. overvoltage in the electrical network, atmospheric 
       discharges, flood, fire; 
    > damage resulting from improper installation, improper storage of the device or repairs conducted by 
       any unauthorised persons; 
    > damage due to incorrect voltage connection. 
6. The guarantee shall cease to be valid as a result: 
    > breakage or damage of warranty seals; 
    > connection of additional equipment, other equipment than the one recommended by the product 
       manufacturer; 
    > modifications and structural changes to the product and repairs conducted beyond the Wena 
       service centre; 
    > the Guarantee Card or serial number have been changed, blurred or obliterated. 
7. The Guarantee Card shall be valid only with the entered date of sale confirmed by the seller's seal 
    and signature. 
8. The condition to perform repair works is to deliver the Product with the Warranty Card and the proof 
    of purchase. 
9. Service Centre:
Firma Handlowa Wena
Al. Jerozolimskie 311 , 
05 - 816 Reguły / near Warsaw
Poland 
tel. +48 228 370 286; +48 228 174 003 
e-mail: biuro@vidos.pl
www.vidos.pl
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